INTRODUCTION
In his by now classical paper "Discrete groups generated by reflections" from 1934 H. S. M. Coxeter derived his famous presentations of finite reflection groups in terms of Coxeter matrices by "geometric Poincare duality" (i.e., by playing around with duals of cell complexes) in combination with a rather slick way of using the simple connectedness of n-spheres.
In this note, we want to elaborate on his procedure in the following way: assume a group f acts discretely on an n-dimensional, connected plmanifold' A""' in such a way that one can find a f-equivariant cell decomposition. If this cell decomposition allows barycentric subdivision, we shall say that it defines a geometric cell complex structure on X. In this case we can derive from the barycentric subdivision a thin chamber system W in the sense of J. Tits (cf. [T2] ) over the index set I:= (0, l,,.., n}, i.e., a set %? on which the free Coxeter group where mll ( C) Moreover, since f acts necessarily freely on W (yC = C implies for all C' = Co E C. Z = V that yC' = y(G) = (yC) e = Ca = C' and therefore it implies y = 1) we have for each C E D E 9 an exact sequence 1 +c,+'z,-tr+ 1.
(0.7)
So, putting things together, we get in case Z,(X) = 1 the exact sequence l+~(D,fi)+Z;,+f+l. (0.8) It is this presentation of f in terms of the system of Coxeter matrices I@, parametrized by the C-set 9, presenting r as a quotient group of the subgroup Z, E C (D E 9) which was referred to in the title of this paper.
To derive it in detail, the following simple steps have to be carried out:
(i) The concept of a geometric cell complex structure or-more generally-of a chamber system structure on a manifold X has to be made precise.
(ii) The Coxeter exact sequence has to be established. (iii) The equivariant situation has to be brought into the game.
This will be done in sections 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Finally, to illustrate the result (iv) Some instances will be pointed out where for a given group action an associated equivariant chamber system or geometric cell complex structure can be constructed, with particular emphasis on Coxeter groups, crystallographic groups and regular tessellations.
(v) The highly nontrivial "inverse" problem to characterize those systems (9, I@: ~3 + (N u 00)~~ ,) of parametrized Coxeter matrices which some from group actions of a given (class of) group(s) on a given (class of) manifold(s), will be discussed-with some emphasis on the comparatively easy and paradigmatic 2-dimensional case.
CHAMBER SYSTEMS AND GEOMETRIC CELL COMPLEXES
In the history of combinatorial topology, many proposals to define higher dimensional geometric cell complexes (or tessellations) in a topologically and combinatorially satisfying fashion have been made (cf. for instance [Br, Nl] ).
Rather than trying to record this history and then slowly to develop our own definition from intuitive concepts and in relation to this history we will just present this definition. For this purpose we need the concept of the topological realization of a thin chamber system over I := (0, l,..., n}. So, as above, let L'= C, denote the free Coxeter group, generated by the involutions fro, 0 ,,..., cm, let % denote a transitive (right) C-set and let A = A(Z) denote the standard simplex A(Z) := f~ lR'lf(i) 20, 2 f(i)= 1 . i (1.1) i=o I
Then the topological realization 1/%?11 = ll%l( toP of %Y is defined as the union V x A of as many copies of A as there are chambers CE %', with identifications (C, ai A) = (Co,, ai A) (in I) where 2) as usual.* Now define a chamber system structure (V?, q) of a connected, ndimensional (pC)manifold X= Y to be a chamber system %? together with a (pl-)homeomorphism cp from jlVll onto A'. Note that the existence of such a cp implies m,(C) < cc for all i, j E Z and all C E V and it implies W" = @ for all i E Z as long as X is assumed to have no boundary. Finally, a geometric cell complex structure on X is defined to be a chamber system structure (V, cp) of X such that the subsets
are just the i-skeleton of a CW-structure on X (i E I). It can be shown that a chamber system structure (%?, cp) of X is a geometric cell complex structure on X if and only if m,, j( C) = 2 for all C E GT? and all i, Jo I with Ii-j1 > 1 and that Q? can be (re-)constructed from the filtration X0 c X, c . X, = X and the associated CW-structure of X as its "barycentric subdivision"; see [D2] for some more details and Fig. 1 for an example.
In particular, (a) the i-skeleta of the dual cell complex structure are given by
and the associated dual thin chamber system C is just V with and (b) a triangulation of X is always a geometric cell complex structure on X, the associated thin chamber system being the set of all maximal chains (flags) of simplices of the triangulation.
COXETER'S EXACT SEQUENCE
Assume X = X" to be a connected, n-dimensional manifold together with a chamber system structure (%T, cp: ll%ll -+ X). Since X is a manifold, we can construct from the triangulation (W, cp) the dual CW-structure on X. Using the notation I,:= {j~Ilf(j)<max(f(i)Ii~Z)1 (.fE A) (2.1) this is defined by the filtration x0 c X1 c . . c X" of its i-skeleta with x':= {cp(C,f)lC~V,f~Aand #Z,.<i}. (2.2) Hence the O-cells of the dual cell decomposition, i.e., the elements in x0, are just the elements of the form
For the pattern (i) which represents one of the 37 classes of patterns with a symmetry group which has exactly two orbits on vertices, edges and tiles; (cf. [DS2] ) the barycenters of vertices, edges, and tiles are indicated in (ii), leading to the barycentric subdivision (iii). Note that each maximal simplex C of the barycentric subdivision has precisely one edge being one half of an edge of the original tiling which it shares (by detinition of 6s) with Ccrz, one edge ---which joins the barycenter of the tile containing C with one of its (former) vertices, namely the vertex contained in C, which it shares (by definition of ol) with Ccr, and one edge ... which joins the barycenter of the tile containing C with the barycenter of one of its (former) edges, namely the edge, half of which is contained in C, which it shares (by definition of a,)) with Coo. Representatives of the set f\% = ri, = {A, B, C, D, E. F} of f-orbits (r being the symmetry group of the tiling (i)) are denoted by u, h. c, d, e,.c The correspondmg Delaney symbol is depicted in (iv).
where c E A denotes the unique map with Z, = 0, given by c(i) = l/(n + 1) for all in Z, the l-cells correspond to the pairs (i, W') with in Z and W = (C,, C, = C,a,} SW a (a,)-orbit in %? and they are given by the subsets C, L C,, defined by Cl -I-c*:=(cp(C,f)IC~{C,,Cz},z~~{~J), (2.4) and the 2-cells correspond to the pairs ({i, j}, U') with i, Jo Z, i # j and 'X G V a (CT,, oj)-orbit in %Y', so $7 = {C, Co,, f2pI, CO~CT~CJ~,..., CCT,(CJ~(T~)~~~(~'~ ' } for each CE W and they are given by the subsets
Hence, a closed path in A", starting and ending at some xc E J? is given by a sequence
with Cai, criz . .. (TV, = C, i.e., it is given by a word z = gi,ci, .. G,,E LYc. In -fact, for each C E W we have a canonical isomorphism c, Iv 7&Y', xc).
(2.7)
So, as a trivial by-product, we get that a subgroup E of .X is free, if and only if no conjugate of any of the ci is contained in E, i.e., (.F\C)"'= @ for all i E Z, since in this case E is just the fundamental group of the l-dimensional Cayley complex, associated with a\.E. More important for us is the fact (cf. [Sp, Chap. 3, Sect. 6, 18-J) that the canonical map 71,(X1, xc) -+ Ir,(X2, xc) 2 71,(X, xc) (2.8) is surjective and that the kernel is generated by all paths of the form c=c,&Lc,L...
-Q~c,,,~c,+2
coming from the 2-cells in X2, i.e., the kernel is generated by words of the form r(aiaj)Mo(C') 7-I (T EC; i, j E I). So we have indeed established what we propose to call the Coxeter exact sequence:
(2.10) = (0.4) 3. EQUIVARIANT CHAMBER SYSTEM STRUCTURES As above, assume (%Y:, cp) to be a chamber system structure for some connected manifold X= x". We define (U, cp) to be a Z-equivariant chamber system structure of X for some group Z of homeomorphisms of X if there exists an action of Z on %? by C-automorphisms (from the left) such that
It is obvious that if such an action of Z on %T exists, it is uniquely determined by its action on X, and that it will exist if and only if for each C E %? and each y E Z there exists some c' E '% such that and Y(cp(cx~))=cp(c'x~) has infinite order and for any x E X with yx # x there exists an infinite sequence of exponents n,, n2,..,, nk,..., such that the sequence ynkx converges, while using the action on Z/Z, on G9 and the map cp: lj%ll r X one can construct a discrete action of Z'JZ, on X, which can be considered as an optimal discrete approximation of the given action. It can also be shown, but it will not be needed here that if (59, cp) is a geometric cell complex structure for X and if a group Z of homeomorphisms of X respects the associated skeleton-filtration x,cx,c . . . c X, (i.e., if yX, = Xi for all i = 0 ,..., n and all y E f) then there exists an action of Z on V by C-automorphisms such that for each CE V and each fed with f(i)#O=f(i+l)= ... =,f(n) for some ill the elements cp(yC,f) and ycp (C,f) are in the same connected component of Xi\Xi-, , so if r is discrete, one can replace cp by some cp': IjVll + X such that ('3, cp') is r-equivariant with respect to the given action of r on X. In any case, as we have seen already in the introduction, if r is a discrete group of homeomorphisms of X and if (%Y, cp) is a r-equivariant chamber system structure on X, the action of I-on %? must be free and so for each CE D E 53 = r\% we have the exact sequence 1 +E:,+Z,+f -P 1, (3.5)=(0.7)
where the map C, + r is given by associating to each T EC, the unique y E r with CT = yC, which in case n,(X) = 1 leads to the exact sequence
Moreover, from the fact C, = z(C, M) = z(D, fi) we see that from the system (9, rii), introduced in the introduction, we can reconstruct not only r, but also V z C,\L = i?(D, fi)\x and therefore Xr 1]%'/1 together with the action of f on X, So, in honour of M. Delaney from whom we first learned about the action of the free Coxeter group C on the chamber system (=flag space) of a geometric cell complex (cf. [De] ), we propose to call the parametrized system (9, fir) of Coxeter matrices the Delaney symbol of the equivariant chamber system structure and the parametrizing C-set 9 its Delaney set.
It obviously is just a restatement of part of our results that two simply connected, equivariant chamber system structures-say (%', cp) of X, being r-equivariant, and (U', cp') of X', being r'-equivariant-are isomorphic in the obvious way if and only if their associated Delaney-symbols (9, &$) and (9', iii') are isomorphic, a fact which is particularly useful for classifying and enumerating regular tilings of various manifolds (cf. [DSl, DS2 1).
SOME AREAS OF APPLICATION (a) Caxeter Groups
If r is a discrete group of homeomorphisms of a simply connected manifold X, generated by reflections along some codimension 1 submanifolds, then-following Coxeter-one may consider the discrete rinvariant system of codimension 1 submanifolds Yy, := (Xy 1 y a reflection in r} (4.1) and try to find a r-equivariant chamber system structure (W, cp) on A' such that their union lJ YE yr Y is its (n -l)-skeleton in which case r must act transitively on V, so we have 9 = r\% = I*}, the set consisting of one element only.
It follows from our analysis and the theory of Coxeter and Tits that this happens for a compact manifold X if and only if-up to equivariant homeomorphisms--X is a sphere (of dimension >, 2) and I-a finite Coxeter group, acting naturally on S" E X. Similarly, one can conclude that (X, ZJ must be equivariantly homeomorphic to (W, F) where r' denotes an affme Coxeter group, acting naturally on R", if and only if the Dynkin diagram associated to the Coxeter matrix a(*) is afline, and so on.
To point into a direction where much less is known, one may also ask for a characterization of those cases where U YE yr Y is the (n -1)-skeleton
of a r-equivariant geometric cell complex structure ($7, cp) of X, a question which is of particular interest in hyperbolic geometry and to which partial answers have been given by Vinberg, Im Hof, and others (cf. [Vl, V2, I], see also subsection (e) on generalized topological realizations).
(b) Crystallographic Groups
If f acts by isometries with respect to some metric d: Xx X + R + and if KG X is a discrete, r-invariant subset of X, e.g., a r-orbit f. x for some x E X, then for each z E X one may consider In many cases, e.g., if X= R" with the standard (euclidean) /,-metric one can show that (i) the set X, partially ordered by inclusion, is pure of dimension n, i.e., any maximal chain of subsets in X has the same length n + 1; so, in particular, one has a well-defined depth-function d: X -+ N such that d(L) = i for some L E X if and only if there exists a maximal chain LO =) L1= . . . 2 L, of subsets L,, L, ,..., L, E 3'" with L = Li, (ii) for any maximal chain C= {K,, K, ,..., K,,) with KO 3 K, I . . 1 K, and any i there is precisely one K,! E X with K( # Ki such that c' := {K;} u (C\{K,}) is a maximal chain, too; so we may define a natural action of Z on the set V of maximal chains in X by putting CCJ, = C' if C and C' are as above, i.e., %? may be considered as a thin chamber complex (without boundary) and (iii) the subsets
form the i-skeleton of a f-equivariant geometric cell complex structure (%', cp) on X where %? is the thin chamber complex of maximal chains in X, defined above, the Voronoi-Dedekind cell complex, associated with K
(cf. CD]).
If all this happens to be the case, one can use the natural action of f on G? to derive the associated Delaney symbol (93, fi) which in turn provides a presentation of r as the quotient group C,/f(D, I@). Hence, one can derive many different presentations of the various crystallographic groups. In particular, starting with K = TX E f \ R" one gets a system of presentations of a crystallograpic group r, parametrized by the elements TX in the fundamental domain r\ KY of f'. Many known presentations are closely related to the presentations one gets from particularly symmetric choices of x (cf.
[CM]). (c) Regular Tessellations
If we start from a tessellation of a given manifold X we may always assume that this tessellation is given in form of a geometric cell complex structure (%', cp) of X. Hence, we can identify the symmetry or automorphism group of the tessellation as the group Aut,(g) of Cautomorphisms of %? and so we may study a tessellation, in particular a regular one (i.e., one with a large symmetry group) in terms of its Delaney symbol (9, A4). If $7 has maximal regularity, i.e., if 9 = (* }, we are in the "platonic" case considered already by Schllfli for arbitrary dimensions (or even by Theaitetos in case X= S2) and the Delaney symbol is completely determined by the n numbers m,,,(*), M,,~(*),..., m,-i,J*) which just make up the Schlafli symbol of the tessellation. So, as is well known, we can use the theory of Coxeter and Tits to derive Schllfli's enumeration of all such tessellations with X= S" or X= R".
We may also "break" some symmetries, e.g., by imposing a metric on X and restricting our attention to Z-automorphisms of %? which act isometrically on Xg 1)59[1 or-more generally-by just introducing the concept of equivariant tilings, i.e., tilings for which a fixed group f < Aut,(%) of symmetries is specified. In any case, we can classify systems (X, @?, cp: 1)+?11 %X, TQ Aut (%?)) in terms of their Delaney symbol and we can derive presentations of r from this symbol.
We can also read off easily other properties of the tiling from the associated Delaney symbol. For instance, the numbers # (f \(X'\P ')) of r-orbits of i-dimensional tiles (i = O,..., n), which have often been used to classify the degree of regularity of the equivariant tiling (X, %, cp, r) (cf. One can also work out a theory of equivariant chamber system (or geometric cell complex) structures of manifolds with boundary which would be described by chamber systems % with U iE, +P1 # @ (or %'Ofl # 0, but %?"I = 0 for iE r\(n), resp.) and one may as well work out a theory of chamber system (geometric cell complex) structures where m,,(C) = co(m,,;+ ](C)= 00, resp.) is allowed in which case the subset IIW" := tJ {(C,fMi)=.f(A=0} (4.9) m,,(C) = Ix representing something like the union of all cusps for the given group action, has to be deleted from (I'ZII, so one will be looking for a homeomorphism cp: IlVl/\llUll"' r X.
(e) Generalized Topological Realizations
One may generalize the concept of topological realizations of chamber systems V by replacing the standard simplex d and its n + 1 faces a, A,..., 3, A by an arbitrary topological space n together with n + 1 closed subsets A,,,..., A,. The resulting space IlgllA = II~lI(A;A~,...,A,) =: v ' A/((c12 nO E Cc27 ni ) I cI A c22 jE I) t4.10) will be called the n-realization of g and V together with a homeomorphism cp of II%11 ,, onto a space X will be called a generalized or just a /i-chamber system structure for X. It should be noted that this idea plays an important role in the work of M. Davis (cf. [Da] , see also [St, Sch] ). Now assume in particular that n is the n-disc B" and that we have a geometric cell complex structure (9, II/) on s"-'. Let YO, 3, z,..., Y;; denote the various (a,, c1 ,..., a,-,)-orbits in Y (i.e., {YO, Y; ,..., Yk4pkl = Y/(ao, gl,..., a,-,>) and put ~i:={IC/(s,f)IsEY;,fEd)ES"~'~B"=/l (4.11)
for i=O, I,..., k. Note that the /ii are just the (closures of the) maximal cells of the given cell complex structure on S"-'. Now assume that V is a C {,, ,,,,.,, ,)-set and that (GT?, cp) is a n-chamber system structure for some manifold X. It is easy to see that from this we can derive a geometric cell complex structure ('Y, cp') on X with w:=%?xx.y So, generalizing Coxeter's trick to this more general and perhaps also more natural situation, we may again consider the dual cell complex structure on X whose i-skeleton is given by xi:={cp'((C,S),f)lf(0)= ... =f(n-i-1)=0}. This would imply that in this case a compact manifold X can have generalized n-chamber system structure only if Z,(X) contains elements of infinite order. In any case, one can use (4.17) to introduce Delaney symbols ($3, ff) for generalized equivariant chamber system structures of simply connected manifolds, where fi now denotes a map from L3 into the set (N u co ),,2, of "generalized Coxeter matrices," i.e., the set of mappings from F2' = Z(s) := {(i,j)eZxZI~a,-, n L$# fa} into N u {cc }, and to prove that these symbols characterize the manifold, its /i-chamber system structure and the group action up to isomorphism.
In particular, again one can derive corresponding presentations of the symmetry group r.
As pointed out already above in subsection (a), this seems of particular interest in the context of discrete reflection groups in hyperbolic geometry.
THE INVERSE

PROBLEM
The outstanding problem related to our theory developed so far is, of course, the inverse problem: given a parametrized system (9, ff) of (generalized) Coxeter matrices, when is it a Delaney symbol, i.e., when does it come from an equivariant (generalized) chamber system structure of a simply connected manifold?
The following answer, of course, is trivial and of little help: ($2, L@) is a Delaney symbol if and only if for all D E S3 and (i, j) E f (or (i, j) E Z'*' in the generalized case) one has and if moreover the (generalized) topological realization of %? := f(D, fi)\C is a manifold.
But at least, this remark shows that our problem relates as well to problems in topology (e.g., when is a pseudo-manifold a manifold?) as to problems in combinatorial group theory.
The following observations are also trivial, though sometimes helpful (see for instance [Da] ).
(iii) If A is some (pl-)space and if AO, Ai,..., Ak are closed subsets such that for each x E A there exists a closed neighbourhood U = U(x) E A of x with boundary V and a (pl-)homeomorphism a: C( V) 2~ U of the cone C(V)= vx [O, 11/V-x (1) over V onto U with a(Vx{l})=x and a(v,O)=u such that u=a(u, t)EUnAi if and only if UE VnA,, then the A-realization of some (thin) chamber system V is an n-manifold if and only if for any XEA with U= U(x) and V=tJU as above and with Z, := {in {O,...,k}lx~A~} the (V, VnAJiElrrealization of any ( ci) i E I,)-orbit in W is an (n -1 )-sphere.
In particular, in the standard situation ,4 = A, Ai= di A the standard topological realization \lVll of %? is a manifold if and only if for any i E Z and any C'= (a,lj# i)-orbit V' G W the topological realization 1lWll of W', considered as a F-set, is an (n -1 )-sphere. (v) If (9, fi) is a Delaney symbol of a standard equivariant chamber system structure, then it is the Delaney symbol of a standard equivariant cell complex structure if and only if r%JD) = 2 for all DE 9 and all i, j E Z with ) i -jl > 1. Moreover, this cell complex has no vertices of degree 1 or 2, no digons or monogons, etc., if and only if 6zj-JD) > 3 for all DE 9 and all i = l,..., n.
Cases where one can derive a complete answer to the inverse problem-at least in the standard situation-are the case #9? = 1 where the highly nontrivial answer has been given by Coxeter and Tits, and the case n = 2 and #9 < co (cf. [D2, DSl, DS2]).
Here one considers parametrized systems (9, fi) of Coxeter matrices with #9 < co satisfying the trivial conditions Using these concepts one can show that a system (9, fi) satisfying (DO), (Dl ), and (D2) is always a Delaney symbol if K(9, fi) < 0 while in case K(9, fi) > 0 the following conditions are equivalent:
(Sl) (9, I@) is a Delaney symbol, (52) 2nqD) x(Lq/rqD) . K(9, I@) = r+(D) K(9, M)/fiz,(D) . K(9,fi)~N for all O<i<j<2 and all DEL@, (S3) the number of pairs ({i,j},9') with {i,j}~(i) and g's9 a ((o;o,))-orbit with 6rJ9) # mu(o) for all/one DE 9' is not equal to ~($9) and if it is equal to 2x(9), then for any two such pairs ({i, j}, 9') and ({k,I}, W)one has rRii(D,)/mij(D,) = Czkl(DZ)/mk,(D2) for all D, ~9' and D, E g".
(S4) the set of (natural!) numbers fiij(9')/mj,(9') ((i, j} E (i), 9' an ((a,~,))-orbit in 9) which are not l-counted with multiplicities divided by x(9)-% either empty or (N, N), (2, 2, N), (2, 3, 3) (2, 3,4), or (2, 3, 5).
Moreover, if (9, fi) is a Delaney symbol of a I--equivariant chamber system structure on some simply connected 2-manifold X, then X carries a r-invariant metric of constant curvature K(9, A?).
It follows in particular that in case n = 2 for any finite X-set 9 there are infinitely many maps fi: 9 + (N ),, , such that (9, i@) is a Delaney symbol-mostly with negative curvature K(9, &)-while for any n > 2 there are in general at most finitely many such fi since for any subset . This observation is known to be quite essential for any inductive proof of the classification theorem of Coxeter and Tits. It seems also helpful for any attempt to study the case n = 3 in general: given a C(o,,.2.31-set 9 with not too many elements, all maps fi: 9 -+ ( N )! X, satisfying all of the above conditions can be enumerated quite easily. So one may try to use ideas of Thurston, Scott, Haken, etc., to decide whether or not the resulting systems (9, fi) are Delaney symbols.
Another interesting approach is of course to study the question whether for a given system (9, fi) of parametrized Coxeter matrices, satisfying the above conditions (DO), (Dl), (D2), (5.3), and (5.4), the group f(9, fi) always has the property that m&D) = min(m E N 1 m > 0 and D(a,o,)" = D), since one knows from the work of Coxeter and Tits (cf. [Ti] ) that this is indeed the case if #9 = 1, though it does not seem obvious how their approach can be adapted to this more general situation.
